Then
|aip\-*i«i| S max [f(x)g(y)-f(y)g(x)].
x.y
We will frequently use the methods of [SI, §5] . fn fact, the idea of this paper, as in that, is to study a function by means of a suitably constructed convex function.
For the notation in Lemma 5, see [F] .
1. Let V be a normed vector space. If b = (b1,..., bn) e Vn let B be the vector subspace of V spanned by b. Let V be normed by | | and F" by || || where \W = 1W-If A: is a n x n matrix let K* e L(Fn, Vn) be denned by K*b = c where c' = 2, Kjb''-We shall write Kb for K*b. Let K, T, U and A be n x n matrices of determinant one where, in addition, T is triangular with positive entries on the diagonal, U is orthogonal and A is diagonal with positive entries on the diagonal. Let S be an arbitrary nxn matrix. We recall that Trace S=(djd£) det [Z+eSJI^o. Thus Trace FS n and Trace A ä n. Lemma 2. /«the above definitions each supremum is a maximum, each infimum is a minimum and M(/\ b) = n~n minr M"(Tb).
Proof. Because of the Hahn-Banach Theorem, we can suppose that V=B. In addition, we can suppose that A b¥=0. Hence we can choose £ so that £,(60 = 8/.
Then M(Kb)^ Q(Kb) = |]Kb\\ V«ä 11, K)b>'| y/n for each i so that \\t,\\M(Kb) = \mii K^Wn^ \2i Kii8p\Vn= \Kj,\\/n for all i and p. Thus in the definition of M, K may be restricted to lie in a compact set. A similar argument holds for Q and I |. Finally, for each K there exists U and Psuch that UK=T. Proof. The first part of the lemma is a consequence of the last lemma and the Hahn-Banach Theorem. Finally, n"P(A b)=Pn(b) = nn[f\ b, f\Q.
If £ supports P properly for some b, then we say that £ supports P properly. so that ^(d1, d2) = N(d1, d2). A similar argument holds for all i<j.
Let c\ ..., c" e B. If c = Sb and if |det S\ ^ 1 then we say that the volume of the box spanned by c does not exceed the volume of the box spanned by b, even though we have not defined volume in B. We observed in [S3] that the definition of |/\ b\ is equivalent to setting equal to 2" the volume of the smallest box in B which contains the unit sphere. If the sides of such a box P are ± 1,where l^j = 1,/= 1, then there exist c' with |c'| = 1 and i)i(ci)=\. Suppose ly/c'^O for some///. Then let di be determined by the conditions r)j(di) = 0 for j^i, \dl\ = 1 and r)i(dt)>0. Now set ij=t)j for j^i and let f, have norm one and support the unit sphere at dK It is clear from the geometry that the box whose sides are ffc= + 1 has volume not exceeding that of P. Hence we can suppose that rji(ci) = h{. Furthermore, by the Cauchy inequality,\fde F" then ti(c/) = 2 ^i(^) = 2 Kl = ß(<0 so that 17 supports Q properly at c. Let us now write/for/° tj and g for g o Tl. Thus/and g are defined on [ -77, 7t ], but we shall not distinguish between these functions and their periodic of period 2tt extensions over all of R1. Let ck and sm be denned by ck(8) = cos kd and sm(8) = sin m8, k = 0, 1, 2,..., and m=l, 2, 3.As we have already noted, we can suppose that
(1) /= a0l2 + 2(anCn + bnsn) and g = a0/2 + 2 (ancn + ßnSn)
where the sums are finite sums. The change from CiS1) to the space of continuous, periodic functions on [-it, tt] is, of course, an isometry, and the lemma can be reformulated as follows: Let (f,g) = jjm(e)de and 0*.|^c+gdj,.
Then \alß1-bla1\ = \Qf i\'Qg\fkN(f, g). Hence we can suppose that a2 + a?>0. Hence, in (1), we can suppose that a1b1 + a1ß1 = 0. Now let cos w=a1/r and sin w= -ajr where r = (a2 + a2)ll2>0. Then a1 cos w + a1 sin w = bi cos w -ß1 sin u=0.
Let F=/cos iv-g sin vv and G=/sinw + Theorem 2. /// g e C(Sm) then \Pfr\Pg\^ N(f, g).
Proof. If U is an orthogonal (n+ 1) x («+ 1) matrix and if 0 e C(Sm) let U*<f> = <j>U~1. There exists U such that P(U*f)= Q(U*f) and P(U*g)= Q(U*g). Thus g)=N(U*f, C/*g)5 I ß£/*/A ßC/*g| = \PU*fAPU*g\ = \PfAPg\. Proof. There exists a rotation U such that [Ua] is triangular. Hence we can suppose that af = 0 for j>i. We can also suppose that bi = a\>0 for all i. In this case J^IlPf ap/l} = »"n{« 2 l/'l2}"'2 = «-n0"(/) = a?(A/) = IA/I-3. We will recall the definitions of Lebesgue area [S2, S3] for surfaces in normed vector spaces and metric spaces. Then we will show that isometric surfaces in a suitable space C of continuous functions have equal areas from which it will follow that the area defined here for surfaces is a generalization of Lebesgue area defined on surfaces in Euclidean space. It was known that the two areas agreed on surfaces in Euclidean space for which the lower area coincided with the Lebesgue area. To prove that Kolmogorov's Principle holds in C we will require a theorem of the Kirzbraun type.
Let Q be an «-cell, V be a normed vector space and C(Q, V) be the space of continuous functions on Q into V. If z e C(Q, V) and if there exists a subdivision of Q into a finite number of /7-simplexes on each of which z is linear, then z is quasilinear. The set of such functions is dense in C(Q, V). If z is quasilinear then we define the elementary area of z, <f(z), by <^(z) = 2 |z(A)| where the summation is taken over the Simplexes on which z is linear and, if z is linear on A, then |z(A)| = |A dz\ volA-If *e C(0, V) letLvx=lim inf^* i{z). It is clear that Lvx^Lwx if
If is a vector subspace of V and that there exists a separable subspace S of V such that Lsx=Lvx. Since S can be mapped linearly and isometrically into m, the space of bounded sequences, and since isometric surfaces in m have the same area, it follows that Lvx^Lmx if x e C(Q, m) and if X and x are isometric. Similarly, if x is continuous on Q into a metric space Ji we can define Lj(X-Lmx for X isometric to x. We write Lx for Lmx. If C is a suitable space of continuous functions, then each separable metric space can be mapped isometrically into C. After we show that isometric surfaces in C have the same area then, by the above considerations, we will have Lcx=Lmy whenever x and y are isometric. Thus, when we show that LEnX =LCiS«-i)x whenever X and x are isometric, we shall be able to conclude that L extends LE .
Lemma 13. Let {A, a) and (B, ß) be metric spaces and suppose that A is totally bounded. If x is continuous on A into C{B) then {x(a) \ a e A} is equicontinuous.
Proof. Choose e>0. There exists i?>0 such that \x(a) -x(a')\<e whenever a(a, a')<rj. Since A is totally bounded there exist alt..., an e A such that 
Next we prove a Kirzbraun-type theorem.
Theorem 5. Let K and L be subsets of C{B) and suppose that L is equicontinuous.
Iff.K-^L and if \tu-tv\ ^k\u-v\ for some k>0then there exists T: C(B) -> C(B) such that T\K=t and \Tx-Ty\£k\x-y\. We saw in [S4] that Kirzbraun's Theorem could be used to prove Kolmogorov's Principle. The present version of Kirzbraun's Theorem is all that was actually used in the proof so that we have Kolmogorov's Principle: Let x and y be continuous from an «-cell into C(P). Suppose that \x(q)-x(q')\^k\y(q)-y(q')\ for allq,q'eQ.
Then LCW)x^knLC(B)y.
Lemma 14. Let Pf=2Ui(f °V for allfe CiS"-1). Then \P\Z V«.
Proof. If/e COS71"1) then 2 i/i2 -"i/i2-Theorem 6. If x is continuous on Q into Euclidean n-space En, then LB«x=Lx.
Proof. We can identify En with £"cC(Sn_1), Let zk be a sequence of quasilinear functions converging to x in C(Q, C(Sn'1)) such that #(zk) -+ Lx=Lc<s*-i)x. Then \Pzk-x\ = \Pzk-Px\ ^ \P\ \zk-x\ ^ \zk-x\\/n so that Pxk x. By Theorem 4 £'(Pzk)^S(zk). Thus L£vy^lim inf «f(Pzfc) g lim inf <?(zfc)=Lx. Since the inequality in the other direction is trivial, the theorem is proved.
